
WEST FARGO HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 
Board of Directors Candidate Application 

 

Name of Candidate: 

Laurie Murack  

Level of Player(s): 

Second year PeeWee for 2020/2021 season 

Position you are interested in: 

Vice President of Hockey Operations 

Qualifications/What makes you a good fit for this position: 

In our last seven years being part of the Stampede, I have had the opportunity to: 

Serve as a Team Manager for three of Tristen's teams 

Perform as Mite Tournament Coordinator  

Served on the Membership and Recruitment Committee in the 2018 season 

Worked as Squirt liaison the inaugural year 

I have also learned lots of things by working and volunteering for millions of hours of DIBs!! 😊 

Twelve of the fifteen years in my career at Noridian, I served in Management.  

I was responsible for overseeing several different departments at one time. 

I worked closely with other managers, listening and communicating to streamline workload 
processes, training and improve communication within the departments as needed. 

I was responsible for ensuring compliance requirements, set forth by the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services, were put into place swiftly and effectively. Manuals were updated and training 
to staff on any changes was done promptly and efficiently. 

Responsible for projecting fiscal year budgets; as well as maintaining and meeting budget 
requirements. 

This opportunity gave me experience in writing workload proposals, project planning, overseeing 
large projects and communicating with several outside entities. 

I worked with CMS personnel on dealing with provider complaints.  

Coordinated and assisted in preparing for in-house audits with CMS. 



Worked with Human Resources regarding personnel issues, hiring, and terminating personnel 
when needed. 

I was certified as a Corporate Trainer.  

I also had to maintain a strict level of confidentiality in working with CMS and dealing with 
personnel activities. 

All of these responsibilities and opportunities gave me the following experience and skills: 

Understanding of Compliance regulations. 

Assisting in or getting these regulations mandated in a timely manner 

Working with multiple operational areas 

Organizational skills 

Multitasking skills 

Listening skills 

Maintaining confidentiality 

Ability to be objective 

Assisting and adapting to the environment as needed and/or necessary 

Budgeting 

Scheduling 

Professionalism 

Communication 

All these skills and experience will assist me in being the best and most qualified Vice President of 
Hockey Operations. 

I'm excited to have the opportunity to work on the board and assist in helping it flourish and 
continue to grow, improve and make positive opportunities and fun experiences for all our current 
Stampede families as well as future ones. 

I am a very proud Stampede Goalie Mom!!🥅 

AND 

I love this game!! 💙💛 


